
INSTRUCTION FOR JUMP STARTING AN ENGINE 

WARNING-BATTERIES PRODUCE EXPLOSIVE GASES. 

Note-Consult Automobile Owner’s Manual and Follow All Instructions 

Shield eyes and face from batteries at all times. Be sure vent caps are tight and level. 
Place a damp cloth over any vent caps on both batteries. Handle cloth carefully- do 
not allow the cloth to come in contact with eyes, skin or clothing. Be sure vehicles do 
not touch and both electrical systems are off and the same voltage. 

Be careful to avoid moving fan blades. 

Check the polarity of battery posts. Positive (+) battery post usually has a larger 
diameter than negative(-) post. 

Determine which post of battery is grounded (connected) to the chassis. 

If NEGATIVE POST is grounded, connect clamps in the order shown in the diagram 

and as described for connecting clamps with a grounded negative post. 

1. Connect positive (+) cable to positive (+) terminal of discharged battery wired to 

starter or solenoid. 

2. Connect another end of the positive cable to the positive terminal of the booster 

battery. 

3. Connect second cable (-) to another terminal (-) of the booster battery. 

4. Make a final connection on the engine block of the stalled vehicle (not to negative 
post) away from the battery and stand back. 

5. Start the vehicle and remove cables in reverse order of connection by 
disconnecting engine block connection first. 

IF POSITIVE POST is grounded, connect clamps in the order shown in the diagram 

and as described for connecting clamps with a grounded positive post. 

1. Connect negative (-) cable to negative (-) terminal of discharged battery wired to 

starter or solenoid. 

2. Connect another end of the negative cable to the negative terminal of the 

booster battery. 

3. Connect the second cable (+) to another terminal (+) of the booster battery. 

4. Make a final connection on the engine block of the stalled vehicle (not to positive 

post) away from the battery and stand back. 

5. Start the vehicle and remove cables in reverse order of connection by 



disconnecting engine block connection first. 


